In this paper, we analyze coupled transmission lines and obtain a relationship between the moments of the coupled transfer functions. We then derive expressions for the first and second moments of the coupled transfer function which can beused to compute the response and threshold delays under various input excitations. We can compute the interconnect delay under parasitic coupling effects by using h e analytic delay formulas given-in [8,9] for dtepand rampjnpu6
Introduction
With the rapid evolution of VLSI technology, minimum feature size muddu@mti.sgi.com putes the admittance and coefficients of the coupled transfer functions. All these simulation techniques can be used to calculate the transient response, but are less applicable to the synthesis of the interconnection topology and layout. Basically, with these methods the simulation step becomes a bottleneck in the design process (e.g., consider multiple nets in a high-density MCM substrate).
In this paper, we analyze the crosstalk between onchip interconnections by modeling each line by an infinite number of RLC segments. Coupling between lines is similarly modeled as an infinite number of coupled capacitances between pairs of corresponding nodes of each line. We give a relationship between the coefficients of the coupled transfer functions; this reduces the computation effort for all transfer function coefficients. We then derive expressions for the first and second moments of the transfer funcand the diskcebetween interconnections continue to decrease. Thus, tion. which will be used to comDute threshold delav under various transmission line effects such as crosstalk will play an important role in determining system performance. Crosstalk effects in voltage response are due to mutual capacitances and inductances between adjacent lines. The coupling between lines increases as the separation between the lines decreases, as the distance to the ground plane increases, and as the distance over which the lines neighbor each other increases. In addition, crosstalk effects increase as characteristic impedance (%) increases since capacitance of the line to the ground plane decreases and the coupling capacitance will have greater effect on the signal voltage [l] . Numerical where w is the width of the line, t is the thickness of the line, s is the space between the two lines, h is the height of the line above the ground plane, and 1 is the length of the line. However, such formulas do not address the estimation of delay due to noise coupling.
Crosstalk noise in coupled lines can either increase or decrease signal propagation delays. This dependson the line impedances and on whether the neighboring lines are driven by the same input voltage or different input voltages (for example, one input rising and the other input falling) or no input voltage (i.e., line is quiet). Many works deal with the analysis, design, and applications of coupled microstriplines and transmission lines. Initial analyses of crosstalk due to capacitive charge sharing between lossless transmission lines was given in [5,2]. The analysis was based on odd and even modes of propagation with separate impedances and propagation speeds, and the voltage responseof the signal traveling on the coupled transmission lines was expressed as a superposition of these two modes.
Reviews of this method are given in [l] . The to calculate the response to reasonable accuracy using the first and second moments. and [8,9] developed analytical (closed-form) delay models for both step and ramp input based on the first few moments of the transfer function. We now briefly review the computation of transfer function moments (or coefficients), which is basic to the analysis of coupled transmission lines. Vi as a series in s:
Analysis of a Single Lossy Dansmission Line
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where bb = 1 and HfL,(s) represents the reciprocal of the Line 1 transfer function. In general, the kth coefficient of the transfer function can be obtained by using the recursive equation [7] The exact values of the coefficients for the distributed line are obtained by subshtuting R', = %, L' = % and C\ = $ and setting
, where R', C', and L' are the total resistance, capacitance and inductance of Line 1:
The Elmore delay for Line 1 is given by the transfer function coefficient bl. The transfer function and Elmore delay for Line 2 alone are expressed similarly, e.g , H p ( s ) denotes the reciprocal of the uncoupled Line 2 transfer function.
Analysis of Lossy Coupled Transmission Lines
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We now compute the voltage response and the transfer function for two coupled interconnects, modeled as shown in Figure 2 We also denve new Elmore delay expressions for the coupled lines under vanous cases of input excitation. (I) one line is active (nsing/falling input) and the other line is quiet, and (ii) the two lines are driven by opposite inputs. (5) and (6) 
Relationship Between Coupled Polynomials
are related through the four polynomials given by Equation (7). We
The coefficients of polynomials H22(s) and H12(s) are related as -A The source voltages and the target load voltages of the coupled lines now derive relationships between the coefficients of the coupled polynomials. Consider the case when Line 1 and Line 2 have identical parameters, i.e.,
These relationships between the coefficients ofthe coupled PolYnomials Can be used to efficiently compute the moments and response for coupled lines.
-A whereR, LandCare the total resistance, inductanceand capacitance bi2 = lim -.
of each line and A is the total coupling capacitance between the two lines. The coupled polynomial coefficients and the first moment of the corresponding transfer function can be obtained by substituting these parameters into Equations (5) and (6) 
Configurations of Coupled Lines
We now analyze the coupled interconnect lines to compute the moments of the coupled system, and to estimate delays and crosstalk Again we can compute the threshold delays for the coupled system using the analytical delay formulas given in [S, 91.
Subshtuhng for each polynomial with an infinite senes,
Conclusions
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We have presented the analysis of coupled transmission lines and the computation of moments for coupled transfer functions. We also 1 + (bi1+b:2)s+ (bil +b~2+b~1b:2--b2b:1)~2+..descnbearelationship betweenthemomentsofthecaupledtransfer
The first moment (or Elmore delay) of the transfer function is obtained as
Clearly, the Elmore delay with the adjacent line being quiet is different from the Elmore delay of a single uncoupled line (Equahon (3)). the mfference between the two delays is that for the coupled line, the new capacitance is the sum of wire capacitance and ail coupling capacitance. The second moment of the coupled system is Recently, it has been observed by many authors [6, 18, 7, 8, 9 ] that a few (two or three) dominant poles of the transfer function are sufficient for accurate response computations with most present-day interconnect topologies. To compute threshold delays for the coupled interconnect system we can use the analytical delay formulas developedin [8] for step input (i.e., Vil (s) = F) and in [9] for ramp input (i.e., Vi1 (s) = 4 (1 -e-.'TR)), where TR is the input ramp rise time.
The other case of an active and quiet pair of coupled lines estimates crosstalk noise at the end of Line 1 when the source of Line 1 is grounded and a step input is applied at the Line 2 source. In this case, the transfer funchon a is expressed in terms of the coupled polynomials and then approximated to the required accuracy. 
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